4 Nights Incentive Programme

Kiev
The hostess dressed in Vyshyvanka – Ukraine’s traditional national costume – is the first indication of many that the Ukrainian people are exceptionally hospitable, friendly and keen to embrace western standards of quality and service. Taking particular care to meet any religious or cultural requirements, the BTL team are excited to assist your group in discovering their destination.
Day 1

Kiev
Day 1

- **Morning - Arrival and city tour**
  Arrival to Kyiv Boryspil International Airport and transfer to hotel of choice to drop-off bags before partaking in a city orientation tour of Kiev. Lunch in one of Kiev’s best restaurants: Kanapa.

- **Afternoon**
  Guided tour of the city’s major sites including St. Sophia and St.Michaels Cathedrals, Golden Gates, Andriivsky Uzviz, Independence Square, Arch of Friendship, House with Chimeras, Mariinskiy Park, Independence Square, Lavra Monastery.

- **Evening**
  After refreshing at the hotel, guests continue to the stunning Restaurant Matisse on the 15th floor of the CITYHOTEL building for a gala welcome dinner. The panoramic views over Kiev are the perfect way to ensure the group get a feel for this great city.
Day 2
Kiev
Day 2

- **The Chernobyl story - Morning**
  The Chernobyl Disaster will be forever a part of Ukraine’s history. The cultural significance and story of how this country has emerged from the disaster is an important and unique experience for any group visiting the country.

- **Afternoon and Evening**
  Lunchtime and the afternoon are spent at leisure. This evening, dinner is served at yet another panoramic restaurant, Tsarske Selo.
Day 3

Kiev
Day 3

- **Morning and Afternoon - Cruise and twilight tour**
  Plotting a route through the mouth of the Desna River, guests will enjoy a relaxing cruise which includes lunch and two activity options: ‘Active Ukraine’ or the ‘Amazonian Experience’. After lunch, the cruise will touch down in the beautiful harbor city of Rzhyschev for a brief exploration of the city-centre before returning to Kiev.

- **Evening**
  Dinner is served at a local restaurant as part of a twilight tour which takes a look at the city of Kiev under lights.
Day 4
Kiev
Day 4

- **Chernihiv - Morning and Afternoon**
  Transfer to Chernihiv, the Northern Capital of Ukraine for a day of tours and teambuilding. The location for the day’s activities is the ShishkiNN Country Club - a modern resort located in the heart of the vast forests of Chernigov.

- **Evening**
  The gala farewell dinner at ShishkiNN’s outstanding restaurant includes local musical entertainment and presentation of prizes from the day’s activities.
Day 5
Kiev
Day 5

- **Departure**

Return to Kiev and departures from Kyiv Boryspil International Airport.
Thank you!
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